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Speaking at the annual Sawyer County Fisheries Forum on Jan. 25, DNR fishery manager Max Wolter 
asked the public for ideas on how to improve the low musky population in Lac Courte Oreilles, including 
the proposed netting and removal of about 4,000 small northern pike from the lake this year. 

Wolter and an audience of 60 people also discussed walleye recruitment on several lakes, the popular 
panfishery on the Chippewa Flowage and proposed fishing rule changes that will be voted on at the 
statewide spring fish and wildlife hearings on April 10. Those topics are covered in separate articles in this 
edition of the Record. 

Muskies, pike on LCO 

Lac Courte Oreilles was “once a world-class musky fishing destination,” Wolter said. The musky size 
potential is still world-class, but the current numbers of muskies on the 5,139-acre lake are very low, 
probably less than 300 adults compared to the historical average of 1,000 adults, he added. Because of 
that, “we’re not seeing the fishing pressure that we used to.” 

The reasons for the decline in the musky population are complex, Wolter said. They include very low 
natural reproduction. In surveys, “We haven’t picked up a young of the year musky in the lake since the 
1970s,” he said. 

Moreover, “We have had very little stocking success,” Wolter added. In follow-up surveys, “We have seen 
zero muskies out of the 4,000 stocked with pit tags in them in the last few years.” The average length of 
those stocked last year was 13.1 inches. 

“The only one we have seen” out of those stocked in Big LCO was in Grindstone Lake, which is connected 
to LCO by a channel, Wolter indicated. “It’s a little frustrating.” There is some musky migration into and 
out of the lake from lakes connected to it, he added. 

The reasons for the decline of muskies also include habitat degradation — muskies don’t spawn in Musky 
Bay any more — and increasing predation and competition from northern pike, Wolter said. 

Northerns are likely not native to LCO, but have been increasing, Wolter said. They first showed up in 
surveys in the 1940s, increased in the 1960s and ‘70s and “have reached a plateau. Today, we estimate 
there are 5,000 to 8,000 adult pike” in LCO. 

That number is not as high as researchers initially thought, and the likely reason is that most of the lake is 
not good pike habitat — it’s sandy, rocky and there are not a lot of weeds except in Musky Bay and Stukey 
Bay, Wolter said. 
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Ninety percent of the northern population in the lake is smaller than 24 inches, Wolter said. They’re 
competing for food and growing very slowly. Moreover, anglers “don’t want to keep” small northerns; 86 
percent of the pike caught “go right back into the lake.” 

Wolter presented a two-stage plan for 2017 aimed at culling northerns and increasing musky numbers 
quickly on Lac Courte Oreilles in partnership with the LCO Tribal Conservation Department: 

First, up to 4,000 small pike will be removed with fyke nets. They will be relocated to other suitable lakes 
or donated to food banks or tribal members/elders. Also, anglers will be encouraged to harvest pike 
throughout the year. 

Second, this fall 4,000 extra-large musky fingerlings will be stocked with help from Muskies Inc. 

This effort (removing small pike and stocking musky fingerlings) would be repeated as needed, based on 
stocking success and pike response. 

For years beyond 2017, the plan seeks to restore musky spawning habitat in Musky Bay, Stukey Bay and 
Barbertown Bay, which would cost money, Wolter said. This goal is shared by the Courte Oreilles Lakes 
Association (COLA). 

Other goals are to limit mortality of muskellunge to the greatest extent possible and to continue to 
manage (not eradicate) northern pike numbers for better overall size, Wolter said. 

Audience member Mike Persson said that a few years ago Muskies Inc. paid to have some of the 
northerns harvested from the lake sent to a fish processor, which turned them into 1,600 pounds of fish 
patties. These were donated to food pantries around the area. This possibly could be done again, he said. 

Also, Muskies Inc. and COLA are planning to combine their funds to have a feasibility study performed as 
to what it would take to restore musky reproduction in LCO, Persson said. The effort could include 
removal of silt from the shoreline of Musky Bay and other bays, leaving sand where muskies could spawn. 

A shoreline property owner on Big LCO, Edmund Packee, said that fishing for northerns and walleye was 
advertised in a Chicago newspaper in 1915. Packee asked “what has changed in the lake to give this 
dominance to northern pike.” 

Frank Pratt, retired DNR fishery biologist, said the reason for the change is “eutrophication.” The current 
situation dates back to the mid-1970s, when there was “an absolute perfect storm,” he said. “We were 
knocking off every musky that swam (harvested by hook and line anglers), the habitat on Musky Bay was 
going downhill and the northern pike got in and exploded. 

Pratt said the lake “is getting 27 percent more phosphorus than it can withstand from runoff from 
agriculture and human development.” He also noted the lake’s cisco population is crucial to musky 
growth. 

The 27 percent figure is documented in a $200,000 study, Pratt added. 

Also, the “longer/hotter summers and those giant summer super-storms and the run-off they bring are 
pretty hard to ignore,” Pratt said. 

“Over-harvest was huge problem in all musky lakes in the 1970s,” Pratt said. 



Wolter said the survival rate of extended-growth muskies stocked in LCO would probably be “lower than 
10 percent. I don’t have the final word on why that is.” 

Wolter said stocked muskies would feed on small perch initially and when they reach 40 inches they 
would feed on ciscos, perch and hopefully smaller northerns. Also, removing 4,000 small pike would open 
up the predatory biomass for muskies and walleyes. 

“LCO has a pretty diverse forage base; that’s why it’s been able to grow such big muskies historically,” 
Wolter said. 

He added that Whitefish Lake “has a fair number of pike” with an average size a little bigger than those in 
LCO. Grindstone Lake “has a much lower density of pike, but the size structure is quite a bit better.” 

John Myrhe said that northern pike also got into Teal and Lost Land Lakes, but when “the musky size 
exploded, the pike disappeared. Why wouldn’t that work on other lakes.” 

Wolter replied that “It could work, if we get more muskies out there.” 

He said conditions on Moose Lake are “much more favorable for muskies” than LCO even though there 
are also northerns in Moose Lake. 

A questionnaire handed out at the forum asked if people favor a plan to remove small pike from LCO and 
if so, what should be the upper cut-off size for those removed, such as none over 24 inches. 

The pike removal effort could include a northern pike tournament or kids’ event, Wolter said. 

 


